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Abstract—Measuring accurate dietary intake, the process of determining what someone eats during the course of the day is considered to
be an open research problem in the nutrition and health fields. We have
developed image-based tools to automatically obtain accurate estimates
of what foods and how much energy/nutrients a user consumes. In this
work, we present a crowdsourcing tool we designed and implemented
to collect large sets of relevant online food images. This tool can be used
to locate food items and obtaining groundtruth segmentation masks
associated with all the foods presented in an image. We present a
systematic design for a crowdsourcing tool aiming specifically for the
task of online food image collection and annotations with a detailed
description. The crowdsoucing tool we designed is tailored to meet
the needs of building a large image dataset for developing automatic
dietary assessment tools in the nutrition and health fields.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Six of the ten leading causes of death in the United States,
including cancer, diabetes and heart diseases can be directly related
to diet. Due to the growing concern of chronic diseases and other
health problems related to diet, there is a need to develop accurate
methods to estimate individual’s food and energy intake. Dietary
assessment, the process of determining what someone eats during
the course of the day, provides valuable insights for mounting
intervention programs for prevention of many chronic diseases.
Measuring accurate dietary intake is considered to be an open
research problem in the nutrition and health fields. Traditional
dietary assessment techniques, such as the dietary record, requires
individuals to keep detailed written reports for 3-7 days of all food
or drink consumed [1], hence it is a time consuming and tedious
process.
With the smartphone quickly gaining popularity in recent years,
the use of a smartphone can provide a unique mechanism for
collecting dietary information of individuals. By February 2016,
72% of American adults were smartphone owners and there has
been a noticeable rise in mobile phone and internet usage in the
past few years in the emerging and developing nations [2]. We have
been investigating the use of images that users take of their meal
before and after eating occasions to assess dietary intake. We have
developed a system, known as the Technology Assisted Dietary
Assessment System (TADA), to acquire and analyze food images
[3], [4], [5]. The TADA system and the associated mobile Food
Record (mFR), a mobile application, allows users to acquire food
images using a mobile telephones [3], [4], [5]. The TADA system
has been used in more than 14 scientifically implemented user
studies, including environments in the wild, by more than 800 users
who have taken more than 60,000 food images. Image processing
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and computer vision methods are then used to determine the food
type, volume, energy (kilocalories) and nutrients of the food [5],
[6], [7] present in the images. Other mobile dietary assessment
systems have also been developed such as FoodLog [8], FoodCam
[9], DietCam [10] and Im2Calories [11]. However, these systems
have not been tested under rigorous experimental conditions as has
the TADA system.
Training-based techniques have been widely used in recent years
for developing automatic dietary assessment systems [5], [7], [11].
For training-based techniques, increasing the training data size
would in general improve the accuracy of the system, thus a larger
image dataset is always preferred. To date we have a food image
dataset with more than 60,000 food images all collected from
scientific studies that can be possibly used as training data for
our system. We have groundtruth food labels, segmentation masks
and portion sizes information for thousands of the food images.
In addition to the food images we have collected, a few other
food image datasets are available, namely the PFID: Pittsburgh
fast-food image dataset [12], UEC-Food 100/256 [13] and Food101 [14]. The images in [12] are collected under laboratory set-up
and only with fast food. Thus the categories and the appearances
of the eating scenes do not best suit our use to examine realistic,
diverse eating occasions. Furthermore, although both [14] and [13]
contain a large amount of food images and a decent range of
food types, we feel a detailed description for systematic design
of food images collection and annotation is not revealed. Without
a well-designed user interface, removing the noisy images from
candidate sets and generating the groundtruth segmentation masks
are inefficient and not feasible. In addition, many food tags in
[14] and [13] are dish names instead of individual foods (in [13]
many are Asian style cuisine), we feel the datasets do not meet
all of our needs. As our goal is not only to identify the food
items but also to estimate the energy/nutrient information from
the food images, we are interested in food items that have nutrient
information made available by standard food nutrient databases,
such as the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food
and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS) [15].
Online image sharing is quickly gaining popularity in recent
years (for example, through social networks such as Facebook and
review orientated websites such as Yelp), and there are hundredthousands of food images uploaded by smartphone users. We
believe online food images can be used as part of our training data
developing automatic dietary assessment techniques and provide
valuable contextual information such as users’ dietary patterns and
food co-occurrence patterns. We define the contextual information
as the data that is not directly produced by the visual appearance

of an object in the image, but yields information about users’ diet
pattern or can be used for diet planning [7]. Collecting food images
with proper annotations in a systematic way is a challenging task
and requires systematic designs [16]. “Crowdsourcing”, as defined
in [17], also referred to as the collective intelligence, the wisdom
of the crowd or human computation, is often considered as an
effective solution to problems that involve cognitive tasks. Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) has been used in the past for food image
collection and annotation tasks [13], [18] however the AMT is not
tailored for the needs emerged from our research of building a large
food image dataset efficiently with food items labeled, localized,
and segmented.
In this work we present a crowdsourcing tool, namely the
crowdsourcing TADA (cTADA), that is tailored to address our
needs of online food image collection and annotation. In addition to
label and localize the target objects in the images [16], the cTADA
is also capable of generating accurate segmentation masks for food
objects based on users’ input. To generate the segmentation masks,
both the user input and automatic segmentation technique [19]
are required. Furthermore, the categorical labels (such as “meats”
and “beverages”) that are assigned to food items in segmentation
step are food attributes (similar to the “biometrics” obtained in
annotation tasks in [20], [21]). We used a programming interface to
collect a large amount of online food images. We designed criteria
for the removal of noise from images. Similar to [16], we are able
to label and localize the food objects in images. In addition, the
cTADA tool allows us to identify all the food items in an image
(located by bounding boxes) and generate associated segmentation
masks for each food item.
II. T HE D ESIGN OF C TADA C ROWDSOURCING T OOL
Various food websites (such as foodspotting.com,
foodgawker.com) contain large amounts of food images. Many
food images are uploaded by users on reviews-oriented websites
(such as Yelp) and image sharing/social networks (such as Flickr,
Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook). We believe many of those food
images can be used as the training data in our TADA image
analysis system. We define a set of criteria for a food image to be
included in our dataset. In addition, the crowdsourcing tool must
be efficient and effective as each of the crowd members will go
through thousands of food images.
A. Obtaining Online Food Images
Manually downloading thousands of online food images is
not feasible. We use Application Programming Interface (API)
made available by image website or the search engine for image
collection. The APIs we used were Flickr API [22] and Google
Custom Search Engine (CSE) API [23]. The APIs allow us to
obtain the food images based on the search terms (food tags) we
are interested in. Existing datasets frequently use dish names as
food tags. The disadvantage of using dish name is that the same
type of dish posts very large variation by the look, ingredients and
layouts as they were prepared by different people/restaurants. We
use the food categories that are frequently present in our existing
food image dataset collected from users in nutrition/health studies.
The advantage of using such food categories is the energy and
nutrient information is made available by the FNDDS database
[15].

Figure 1. Examples of food images we collected for the nutrition scientific
studies (left) v.s. food images collected online with aesthetic appearances
(right).

Figure 2. Defining the foreground
(green) and background (red).

Figure 3. An example of online
food image that contains multiple
food items.

The food images obtained based on the tags will inevitably
contain noisy images that we can not use. We define the noisy
images as those that either contain irrelevant content, or have
significant different appearances compared to our existing food
images collected from scientific studies. A crowdsourcing process
is required to remove the noisy images from the candidate food
images collected.
B. cTADA: Noisy Image Removal
We first remove images that contain irrelevant contents. The
irrelevant content means no food item in the image, images with
logos/watermarks/texts and images containing faces. As our goal is
to incorporate the online food images collected as part of the training dataset, we want to only include the images that are taken by
actual users and exclude those images with aesthetic appearances
(a comparison as shown in Figure 1). Food images with aesthetic
appearances are likely captured and/or retouched by professional
photographers and have fundamental differences compared to the
images taken by average users regarding textures, colors, angles
and layouts. To guide the crowds to successfully remove images
with such aesthetic appearances, we define clear criteria for crowd
members with image examples that show different lightings (e.g.
professional lighting versus environment light), colors (e.g. vivid
and saturated color versus natural color), textures (e.g. very smooth
and reflective surface versus regular surface), angles (e.g. close-up
or other creative angles versus common camera poses).
We do not exclude the food images that contain multiple food
items. In fact, we believe food images that contains multiple food
items will help us better understand the users’ diet patterns and
food co-occurrence patterns. Such patterns can provides us with
important insights that can help dietary assessment.

C. cTADA: Food Item Localization and Segmentation
In addition to removing noisy images, we also want to be able
to efficiently have crowds locating and obtaining the segmentation
masks associated with the food items in an image. We only assign
food images that passed the noisy image removal step to crowds
for food item localization and segmentation. Users can still discard
noisy images in case of a false positive (where the image should
be neglected in a noisy image removal step).
To locate the food item, we ask the users to first draw a bounding
box around one food item. This task can be performed easily and
efficiently by click-and-drag using a computer mouse on our web
interface. The bounding box drawn is then cropped out of the
original image as preparation for generating the segmentation mask.
Users can then select a food tag associated with the bounding
box from the hierarchical drop-down food list. The hierarchical
drop-down list is designed to best incorporate users’ intuitions,
for example, we use “meats”, “beverages”, “green vegetables”,
“red and orange vegetables” as top level entries where more food
categories are available once a top level entry is selected.
To segment the food items, we implemented a stroke tool for
users to define foreground and background. Foreground is the area
that is associated with the food item, otherwise it will be defined
as background. Users do not need to cover all areas of foreground
nor background. Drawing lines (the traces of the stroke) across
the foreground and background (shown in Figure 2) is sufficient.
Similar to many drawing softwares, users can select the linewidth of
the stroke tool. With foregrounds and backgrounds defined within
the bounding boxes, we use automatic segmentation technique to
generate the segmentation mask within the bounding box using the
grab cut technique [24], [19]. For the food images that contains
multiple food items (shown in Figure 3), the above procedures
are repeated till bounding boxes associated with all food tags are
located and a segmentation mask is generated for each food item
in the images.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
For the initial crowdsourcing experiment we recruited the crowds
from graduate school students pool all with engineering background in the field of image processing and computer vision. Our
crowds are able to give valuable feedback on improving the cTADA
crowdsourcing tool at initial design stage. The crowd users can
only use our web interface, and were not involved in any of the
programming tasks.
For noisy image removal, we implemented a one-click confirmation and short-cut keys on the keyboard, so users can even skip
the point-and-click using the computer mouse. The confirmation is
then saved in our database and the next image will be automatically
present to users to minimize a user’s effort. We provide a tutorial
on the criteria of noisy image removal to the users. In tutorials,
we provide side-to-side comparisons of images and a descriptions
for the criteria we designed. We found that users can easily adapt
to our set of noisy image removal criteria. With the tutorials,
identifying aesthetic appearances is no longer a challenging task
even for the crowd members lacking experiences in photography.
Based on our observation, we find examining one image takes one
second on average for the user, and a maximum of a few seconds.
The cTADA system has shown great efficiency in the task of noise

Figure 4. Locating the food items and obtaining the segmentation masks.

image removal and we were able to obtain almost 40,000 food
images that can be added our dataset.
The process of localizing and obtaining the segmentation masks
associated with all the food items in an image is shown in Figure
4. Users work on one food item at a time. For example, a user will
first obtain the bounding box associated with one food item, then
identify the food type and define the foreground and background
using a ‘stroke’ tool and ‘save’ the action performed using the
user interface. If there is more than one food item present, an
‘add’ button can be clicked to repeat the above procedures till
all food items are done. The procedure is straight forward and
minimizes users’ efforts. We do not require users to manually
crop out the segmentation masks as it is time consuming and
not feasible when working with a large image dataset. Instead,
the automatic segmentation tool [24], [19] we implemented on
our server will generated very accurate segmentation masks from
the bounding boxes and foregrounds and backgrounds defined, as
shown in Figure 4.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have designed and implemented the cTADA crowdsourcing
tool tailored for the task of incorporating online food images
into our food image dataset. We show that cTADA is efficient
and effective in removing noisy images, locating the bounding
boxes containing the food items and obtaining segmentation masks
associated with all the food items in the image. However, we
have noticed some mistakes are made unwillingly by the users,
especially for the noisy image removal step as each task is done on
the scale of a few seconds. In the future, we would like to address
the issues of minimizing/avoiding mistakes made unwillingly by
the users.
We have gained valuable insights from our experiments on the
design of cTADA crowdsourcing tool. For example, which food
tags to use as search entries and common appearances of food
images taken by the users. Online food images introduce new
perspectives as how we can collect and work on food images that
are captured by users with no specific instructions. With the cTADA
tool, we are capable of expanding our food image dataset with
online food images based on the food tags. We no longer have
the issue of lacking training images for new food categories in
our TADA image analysis system. We are investigating the use
of contextual information for the refinement of food identification
and portion size estimation. In the future we are also interested in
relating texts (e.g. recipes/comments on the same webpage) to food
images as more nutrient or contextual information can be revealed
and used. It still remains a challenging task to estimate valuable

information from the large amount of image data generated by
numerous users which can potentially contribute to research in the
health and nutrient fields.
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